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The name visiPad® stands for design and pure flexibility. 
 
No wishes remain unfulfilled with the integrated loud speakers and microphone, an infrared receiver or the touch 
screen which can optionally include a water resistant and reflective coated glass surface.  
 
Classic also meets high tech as far as the materials are concerned: The visiPad® TT22 presents itself in a 
stylish and puristic way with completely continuous touch glass – the only design element which is visible after 
flush mounting, incredibly elegant!  
 
Individual performance - the new visiomatic® TT-series is more than an ergonomic panel for the visiomatic® 
Home System, it is also an element of multi-media presentation and a home cinema combined in one device. 
You will simply see more with the visiPad® TT-series! Now also available in a large size of up to 65" wide screen 
format.  
 
 
 
 
 

visiPad® TT22 Panel PC 
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Display size 22 inch (1680x3(RGB) x 1050 pixel) 

Active Area 470 mm (H) x 300 mm (V) 

Dimension 600 mm x 510 mm x 44 mm 

Support Color 16,7 M colors (6-bits+HiFRC) 

Touch Screen Capacitive, through glass touch technology 

Front Through Touch Glass, security protected 

Electrical Interface Dual channel LVDS 

White Luminance 300 cd/m² @ 7,5 mA 

Nominal Input Voltage VDD + 5 

Input connectors Power 12V/min. 5 A, 2x RJ45, integrated 

Motherboard Jetway JNF95A-270-LF, Processor Intel Atom N270 
1,6GHz 

SSD 32 GB 

RAM 2048 MB DDR2 

Power consumption  ~40 W / 12VDC  

Microphone Inbuilt 

Loudspeakers Bottom integrated, Stereo  

Video camera 
Integrated on demand:  

CCD color camera, high quality, auto brightness  
adjust, mounted behind glass shield  

Material Front: glass, optional safety glass  
Body: stainless steel brushed  
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Color Standard: silver (ORACAL 651 – 090) 

Operating temperature 0°C – 55°C (32°F – 131°F) 

Humidity (operating) 5% - 95% non-condensing  

Mounting On-Wall or in-Wall. Optional adapter VESA-100 or 
VESA-200 

Weight 15 kg 

 
 


